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What Have I Learnt 
From   Audience 
Feedback? 



Target Audience 
Audience is hugely important. It’s who I was making the 
video for and I wanted to have them on my side - 
therefore their opinion was important. The target 
audience for my music video was people who were likely 
to watch it and who listen to Folk or Acoustic music on a 
regular basis.



Before making my video I congregated a range of 
people from different year groups who have 
watched Folk videos before and I asked them to 
answer a few questions. Their answers really helped 
me to think about what I should include because it 
was what they wanted to see, and after all they 
were my target audience. So, I took this on board 
and tailored my music video to obey the 
preconceptions that my typical-genre-goers 
suggested. 


The previous year, when taking AS Media, I did a 
survey and found that actually it wasn’t as useful as 
I had hoped due to people, often, not having the 
time, not knowing how to navigate the site and 
occasionally people messing around and giving 
fake answers, so that is why this year I did 
interviews - which I made short and sweet - and I 
found that it worked much better, as well as the fact 
that the subject of music videos (and in particular 
acoustic (folk) music videos) are clearly more 
specialised than film openings which we did for AS. 

Target Audience 
Interviews



Target Audience 
How I Responded to 
Feedback 

Moving on, I completed a first 
draft and asked the opinion of  
Acoustic - Folk target audience 
members. I tried to avoid the 
friends with biased opinions 
and sought out honest 
feedback that I also thought 
would improve my work. Overall 
I found I needed to strengthen 
the narrative and make it more 
obvious that each actor was 
playing the same girl as she 
was growing up. A lot of people 
said that I should make it more 
clear by maybe having an 
obvious clothing feature that 
links them all. So for my second 
draft I did just that, I put the 
youngest in a striped top which 
she shares with the middle girl, 
then the middle girl puts on a 
jumper and this links the eldest 
girl. I am so glad that I managed 

to get that kind of feedback 
because it meant that I could 
improve the video to be more 
appealing to my target audience 
and in total ensure a long term 
honesty to the genre. I also 
used platforms such as 
Facebook and Instagram to get 
send out links to my music 
video in order to get a 

response, as I knew these 
platforms were good ways to 
reach people. People often took 
the time to watch it and as 
positive feedback circled, this 
encouraged others to watch 
and respond too.


A screenshot from my Vimeo Account in which I used to show audience members my second draft.


